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ASK 
YOURSELF 

THIS

• What stories do you like reading on social 
media?


• Which ones inspired you?


• Which ones did you share?


• What made them stand out?


• What made it relevant to you?
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• Funny


• Inspirational


• Cute


• Original


• Shocking


• Surprising


• Nostalgia making

WHAT 
STORIES 

WERE 
THEY?
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Easy to remember - Telling a story helps ensure that 
people remember what you’re about and importantly 
why they are supporting you 


Establishes an emotional connection  - A story 
engages multiple parts of the human brain. The first is 
the language processing part but the second can be 
when you evoke a feeling such as sadness. Just as the 
image over does


By evoking emotions in your audience, you form 
emotional connection. This, in turn, leads them to be 
more deeply invested in your cause


They drive action - Apart from engaging audiences, 
these emotional connections can also move people to 
take action; join in, take part, donate, campaign

WHY DO STORY TELLING?

It’s marketing…but 
not in your face 

marketing
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Laughter

Inspiration

Cuteness

Originality

Shock

Surprise

Nostalgia


WHAT ARE STORIES

We need to consider the type of story 
we’re developing and also the tone in 
which it is conveyed
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But, while most realise the benefits, 
many find it tricky to implement. 


If you’re here, chances are you’re 
facing similar challenges too. This 
setback doesn’t stem from the lack 
of stories. The root cause is just the 
lack of using the right formulas to 
craft your story. 


Here’s my Top 9 ways to improve 
your marketing storytelling.
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What do you want to say?

Why do you want to say it?

What is your objective?

Are you speaking the right 
language?

Know your audience

1. IT MUST BE SHARE WORTHY
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Let People 
Tell Their Own 
Stories

Invisible People use film 
to share the experiences 
of people who are 
homeless generating 
incredible amounts of 
money to help homeless 
people.

02
03

04

Share Stories 
That Connect 
People

Create Stories 
to Inspire

Charity Water 
dedicates stories to the 
experiences they’ve had 
bringing clean water to 
people across the world.


Water Aid use pictures to 
tell stories direct from the 
field, in order to give 
people an idea of life 
without water and 
sanitation telling stories 
of people affected by lack 
of clean water access.
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Compel 
People To Act

Remember that the goal of 
sharing a story is to move 
the audience to take a 
specific action: to fundraise, 
donate, and advocate for 
your cause. Demonstrate 
how different donation 
amounts could impact your 
character, their community, 
or others.

05
06

07

Use Descriptive 
Language

While storytelling techniques 
have not changed, today we 
have much better ways to 
deliver it. They say a picture 
is worth a thousand words, 
but imagine the impact you 
can have if you use moving 
pictures. Use technology to 
your advantage.

Use descriptive language 
that focuses on imagery 
and sensory details so that 
your audience can relate to 
the story. Don’t just say a 
child is hungry, explain the 
exact amount of food they 
have to ration each day and 
compare it to how much a 
person needs to survive

Show Don’t 
Tell
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Overall sharing demonstrates 
that you are at the forefront of 
current news and that you 
have a finger on the pulse of 
current topics


NB - Make sure people can share your news
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Examples
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YOU NEED
You will need - Energy Focus Time and A PLAN!

Video clips


Case Studies


How to Guides


10 Steps


Inspirational stories


Guest speakers


Powerpoint


Show and tell


Volunteer stories


Ask for testimonials


Gifs


Webinars


Podcasts


08. QUICK WINS
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09. CAUTIONARY TIP 
One third about you, one third 
about others, one third overt 
ask

Maximise local Impact
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WHERE TO START? 

Consider what existing content is 
working well?

Balance your content

Vary the type of posts

IS CONTENT SHAREABLE?
Are the audience ‘feeling it’?

What language are you using?

Use Infographics

Create bite-sized chunks of info

Check your spelling



RECAP

It’s personal, people are more if it's 
personal and are more relatable


It's a great way to help show the 
people behind your charity


Stories can actually help people 
change their minds or even opinions


Stories are more likely to be read, 
rather than just a list of features


Stories can help build trust because 
people feel they are really getting to 
know you
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HOUSEKEEPING
Consider why you set up in the first 
place


Talk about your own journey - why are 
you bothered


Time your stories - Post when you know 
your audience is online not when it suits 
you


Develop a content library of images for 
reuse


If you are not the person to do this get 
others involved
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TOOLS TO 
USE

Free Images - pexels.com 


Video editing/hosting - iMovie, 
Facebook, Youtube, Vimeo - tip use 
captions too


Image editing - Canva.app


 

http://pexels.com

